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Jim's FOREX books are consistently ranked BEST SELLERS on  and there is a very good reason

for this. At no extra cost (or on-costs) Jim shares with his readers:His custom indicators for the MT4

MetaTrader platform, as a download at the end of the book. AND anyone who has received these

indicators will also receive the MT5 version of his files when they have been programmed.An

invitation to join his Facebook Group which has new as well as experienced Forex Traders

contributing.Daily interaction in his Facebook GroupHe calls his trades live, shares his results AND

records a weekly trade analysis video.His contact details if you require further clarification.Jim, from

Queensland Australia, is a full-time Forex Trader and currently resides in Vietnam. This book will

provide you with a reliable and robust trading method which Jim has refined via manual testing,

demo testing and live trading. Jim's High Probability Trading Method can be traded on any time

frame you choose. He has a personal preference for the 4hr charts or the daily charts as these are

time frames he is comfortable with but of course, he acknowledges that there are different strokes

for different folks  when it comes to time availability, preferred time-frames, lifestyle choices etc. You

many not wish to conduct your actual trading off an MT4 platform, however as this method relies on

the use of Jim's indicators which he arranged to be specifically built for the platform, you will need to

at least download a free MT4 demonstration version to enable you to conduct your trade analysis,

and then place your actual trades on your preferred Broker's platform.Although Jim concentrates

solely on Forex trading, there is no reason why you could not trade this method on other financial

instruments offered by many MT4 brokers such as Oil, Precious metals, Commodities, Stock

Indices, Individual stocks.Jim's other booksTrading Forex with Divergence on MT4 *NEW (expands

on Divergence mentioned in the High Probability book)Forex Trading: The Basics Explained in

Simple Terms
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Great Forex Book - Terrence E WinnieI have both of Jim&apos;s books. They are both easy and

enjoyable to read and filled with useful information. There is no need to buy anything to use his free

system. The system is easy to set up and use. If you demo trade first you will see that it works

before risking anything. He provides links to resources if you have any problems. Buy both of

Jim&apos;s books, especially if you are new to trading Forex; you wont b disappointed.Jim

Brown&apos;s MT4 High Probability Forex Trading Method is among the very best I have read -

Robet S HendersonI have purchased many books on trading and trading related subjects, and this

book by Jim Brown (MT4 High Probability Forex Trading Method) is among the very best I have

read. I like the fact that Jim provides a "turnkey" method for Forex trading that is simple, easy to

follow, and so far has been proven to be successful for me. When I say simple I don&apos;t mean

"simplistic" at all. Jim manages to make this complex topic easy to understand, and he includes the

appropriate indicators, templates,and a spreadsheet as additional tools for his method. I believe this

will be very successful for me now and in the longer term.

I have both of Jim's books. They are both easy and enjoyable to read and filled with useful

information. There is no need to buy anything to use his free system. The system is easy to set up

and use. If you demo trade first you will see that it works before risking anything. He provides links

to resources if you have any problems. Buy both of Jim's books, especially if you are new to trading

Forex; you wont be disappointed.

And in the forex world, I'd say that makes it unique among products out there. Available at meager

cost, this ebook does assume considerable knowledge on the part of the reader (e.g., knowing a

rational place to put a stop-loss, risk management, etc., etc... very important stuff not discussed).

However said background is a reasonable assumption for a reader banging around the dark world

of forex courses, expert advisors and the like almost all of which do not work and result in losses. I

pulled this thing down, loaded the provided software and was up & trading within a few hours. Within

a coupled days I was pulling down winner after winner. The method appears solid, is very easy to

implement and use, and left me wondering where it had been for the last 7 years or so. Within a

week, I had pulled down perhaps 40X the purchase price trading a very meager account. With



suitable bank of the sort I currently have socked away in non-productive "investments" I think I could

make a living trading this. Thank you for this!

I am always on the lookout for trading systems by successful traders and I stumbled across this

book by accident and I must say this is an absolute gem!!I have traded forex for at least 6 years and

have bought many trading systems/methods from various "experts". Some of these have been very

expensive yet worth very little. The method that Jim trades is a very robust system that will provide a

trader with the proper tools and mindset for success. I know what a great system looks like and here

is one that will provide a solid foundation that can be added to one's own trading toolbox.This is

worth hundreds if not thousands of dollars and here it is for the price of a cup of coffee !!!What can I

say ? Thanks Jim. You are the real deal !

I have been trading Forex for several years but without significant success. Jim has done an

outstanding job in presenting a very simple trading method along with high probability. It is a very

easy read along with great illustrations of how the method works along with his custom indicators.

Since completing the book and joining the Facebook group...I've had some questions which were

quickly answered by Jim personally. The cost of this book is very reasonable given the depth of

information it provides anyone who seriously wants to be a successful Forex trader.

Great book to add to your forex collection. I think there's something for everyone. The author

explains many of the basic concepts, which will appeal to beginners. The intermediate trader who is

still searching for consistent profitability will benefit most IMO, as the author provides actionable

ideas and not just concepts. Advanced traders are always looking for new ideas to adapt to

changing markets; they will appreciate that Jim is very transparent about the methods and tools he

uses.A few things I liked about this book in particular: (1) it's short and sweet; to the point; (2) it

provides actionable indicators and systems with downloads; (3) although the author provides viable

indicators and systems, he encourages traders to experiment, tweak, and make them their own; (4)

the author is accessible and invites purchasers to join his community, which has additional great

resources like being able to follow the author's trades

Started using this system on a Daily time frame i it has been very profitable for me. Simple entry

point, not using his exit strategies just yet as I use a fix profit target of 70%of daily atr.



I have purchased many books on trading and trading related subjects, and this book by Jim Brown

(MT4 High Probability Forex Trading Method) is among the very best I have read. I like the fact that

Jim provides a "turn key" method for Forex trading that is simple, easy to follow, and so far has

been proven to be successful for me. When I say simple I don't mean "simplistic" at all. Jim

manages to make this complex topic easy to understand, and he includes the appropriate

indicators, templates, and a spreadsheet as additional tools for his method. I believe this will be very

successful for me now and in the longer term.

This book is a very straight forward, simple explanation of a trend trading method. Having some

knowledge of the Forex market would be helpful but not absolutely necessary. The author provides

you with custom indicators and template to implement the system He explains in detail how to use

the system and exactly what to look for along with sample charts. What impressed me the most was

the author is very accessible and responsive by email or his facebook page. I had some questions

and Jim provided a timely, descriptive, helpful response. I would highly recommend this book for

anyone interested in the Forex market.
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